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ENGLISH 

 
Directions: First, read each paragraph. Then circle the best answer. 

         Outside, the taxi driver honked impatiently. Alex grabbed his suitcase and umbrella and 

hurried from the apartment. In the cab, Alex checked the time. Without any delays, he could still 

make it to the station to catch his train. As the taxi inched out into city traffic, however, Alex 

noticed police barriers on Broadway. A water main had broken and traffic was bumper to 

bumper. Worse, the police were detouring traffic to a route far from the station. 
 

1. What do you predict will happen? 

a. Alex catches his train. 

b. Alex misses his train. 
 

2. Which clue helped you predict that outcome? 

a. Traffic was bumper to bumper. 

b. Alex grabbed his suitcase and umbrella. 

c. In the cab, Alex checked his watch. 

 
       Maci knew she had earned some good grades and some bad grades. Even though Maci knew her 
parents would be disappointed, she always followed the rules. She would give them the report card 
when she got home. When she arrived home, she realized that the report card was not in her binder 
when she got off the bus. She must have lost it somewhere! Instead of panicking, she made a plan. Maci 
decided to talk to her teacher about it the next day. Her teacher thanked her for being responsible. She 
printed Maci a new report card to take home. The teacher even put it in a special envelope.  
 
 3-When did the problem happen? 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 4- How did the problem get solved? 
 ________________________________responses will vary ____________________________________ 
 

     School starts in a week and today is the day we go shopping for school supplies! I told my mom that 
I didn’t need new supplies this year. I loved my backpack from last year because it had a picture of 
Topaz, my favorite rock singer. It even had her autograph across the bottom of her picture! I couldn’t 
wait to get it out and check my supplies. When I pulled out my backpack from the back of my closet, I 
was horrified at how dirty it was. Somehow, over the summer, I had forgotten that the backpack wasn’t 
in good shape. A strap was broken, the color was faded, and the zipper was stuck. There was a dark spot 
right on Topaz’s chin and you could hardly read her signature any more. When I looked inside, I found 
papers that were stuck together from an open glue bottle. I wondered who took the cap off of my glue 
bottle. There was a library book I borrowed and forgot to return. My markers had escaped from the box 



and the caps were mysteriously missing. My lucky pencil was too short to write with anymore. How did 
this happen? I discovered the dark spot on Topaz’s chin was from the cupcake I packed away from the 
end-of-the-year picnic. The frosting melted all over my notebooks and scissors. I decided it was time to 
make my list of new school supplies.                                                                                                                            
5. Why did the main character think she could use her old school supplies? 
______________________________________________________________________                               
____________________________________ responses will vary    __________________                            
6. What caused the dark spot on the backpack?                                                                                                                                            
_________________________ responses will vary  ____________________________                 
_____________________________________________________________________                                     
7. Why was there a library book inside the backpack?                                                                 
_______________________ responses will vary ____________________________                
___________________________________________________________________ 
  
        Kyle ran into his house, slamming the door behind him.  He threw his book bag on the floor and 

plopped onto the couch.  After six hours of playing Grand Larceny VII, he ate some pizza and fell asleep 

with a slice on his stomach and his feet on his book bag. When Kyle came home from school the next 

day, he was noticeably distraught.  He balled up his report card and placed it inside a soup can in the 

garbage. He then flipped the soup can upside down in the garbage can and arranged loose pieces of 

trash over it.  As he plopped down on the couch, he let out a sigh and picked up his controller. 

8.  Why is Kyle distraught? _______________ responses will vary ____________________ 

 

How do you know this?    

responses will vary 
 

 

9.  Why does Kyle put the report card in a soup can? ________ responses will vary ________________ 

 

How do you know this?    

 
responses will vary 

 

10.  Was Kyle’s report card good or bad and why was it like that? ______________________________ 

 

How do you know this?    

responses will vary 
 

 
 
 
 



Vocabulary: 
 Add appropriate prefix ( in-over-un-re ) to the word between brackets to complete the sentence 

1- I have to ---reprint------------- the report after my brother spilled  milk on it.            
( print) 

2- It is --unwise----------to ride your bike without a helmet.    ( wise ) 

3- Marwan’s homework assignment was -uncomplete--------------.                                 

( complete ) 
4- Students are -overloaded------------------ with work..           ( loaded ) 
5- Ali felt --invisible--------- when Rashid ran into Salim.                    ( visible ) 

Circle the root in each word below. Then write the definition next to the word. 
The word                                the definition 
Memorize                             - mind----------------------:  
Commander                         --order--------------------- 
Victim                                  -----conquer------------------ 
Mandatory                            --order-------------------- 
Relapse                                 ----slip------------------ 
Write the plural, comparative, or superlative form of the following words           

   1- berry (plural)    --berries---------------------    2- merry (comparative)  -merrier ---------------------                  

    3- lucky (superlative)  --luckiest---------------------  4- theory (plural) ---theories---------------------- 

     5- funny (comparative)  -----funnier ---------------------  

Use the Key Words in the word box to complete the sentences.  

1- A huge redwood tree is an --organism-----------------------. 
2- Animals must -reproduce------------to have offspring ,or babies. 
3- An ecosystem is made up of both the living and --nonliving------------ things. 
4- The dead plants and animals are changed into ---nutrients-------- which go back 

into the soil. 
5- The process of making food in the plant is called -photosynthesis----------------. 
6- --Biologists-------- study animals to learn about their lives and behavior. 
7- Children in poor countries die of -starvation-------------. 
8- Thousands of migrating caribou flowing across the ---landscape-------like a thin, 

brown river. 
9- The large ---herd----- of caribou is made up of males, females and newborn calves. 
10- The --range--------- of the black bear extends into central Mexico. 

 
 
 

reproduce 
range 

Organism 
landscape 

Photosynthesis 
starvation 

Nutrients 
herd 

Nonliving 
biologists 



Choose the correct word to complete the sentence 

1- What birds that you know about ------------- to places near you? 

a- run          b- migrate           c- walk      d- sing  

2- My teacher follows different --------------- to help me improve my marks. 

a- alleys         b- roads                c- approaches             d- lanes  

3- When we moved, we had to -----------to life in the city. 

a-travel         b- move                c- participate               d- adjust 

4- Good captains never ---------- their ships or leave the passengers or crew to save themselves. 

a- abandon        b- decorate            c- arrange               d- build 

5-In a very cold weather living things have to work hard just to ----------------------------. 

a- Play               b- survive            c- jump                d- relax   

 
Grammar:  Choose the correct answer from a.b.c or d 

1 In the sentence “You rent the green car, I’ll rent the red,” which word (or words) is the nominal 

adjective? 

a- Only green            b- Green and red              c- only red                   d- car 

2- Which of the following cannot function as an adjective? 

 a- tall       b- walk        c- green             d- third 

3- I asked my mother to go to ---------------------during the weekend. 

    a- anywhere interesting   b- somewhere interesting   c- interesting  d- interesting somewhere 

4- My friend bought a ------------------- yesterday. 

a- Pretty          b- dress pretty         c- pretty dress       d- address  

5- I didn’t eat __________________ for lunch, so I’m really hungry now.   

a- Something delicious       b- anything delicious         c- somewhere delicious    d- delicious 

   Re-write the sentences using ‘as … as’ comparisons. Use ‘not’ when necessary.                                              

1. My brother is twenty years old. Patrick is twenty-five years old. 

 ----------------------My brother is not as twenty-five years as Patrick-----------------------. 
2- Iceland is colder than England. 
---------------England is not as cold as Iceland---------------------------------------------------------. 
3- I think action movies are more interesting than comedies. 
-------------Comedy movies are not as interesting as action movies.------------------------------. 
4- Andrew is lazier than Wendy. 
---Wendy is not as lazy as Andrew.-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 

5- This chair is expensive. That chair is also expensive. 

   ------This chair is as expensive as that chair.------------------------------------------------------. 

  



Circle the antecedents in each sentence. Then underline the pronoun that refer 
to them  
1- My father bought a wonderful new house. It has a big garden. 
2- I am enclosing three letters of recommendation.   They should be enough. 

3-  The rabbits were hopping briskly through the vegetable garden. The fox ate all of 

them.  
4- I saw a number of kangaroos on vacation in Australia. They were feeding their babies. 

5- The exam is so difficult. We can’t answer it. 

 

Write sentences with the expressions of quantity in parentheses:                   

1- ( little ) -----If you want some ice cream, there's a little in the refrigerator----. 

2- ( some ) -------I have some English books------------------. 

3- ( none of the ) –None of the students are studying--------------------------. 

4-  ( few ) -----The doctor will be in to talk to you in a few minutes----------. 

( many ) ---------You ask too many questions---------------------------------------.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 
 
Writing:    write a story with a starter 
Write your story using the following starter: I arrived at the most amazing 
place---. 
The setting could be a beach, a desert or a forest. Use sensory details and 
vivid words to draw a wonderful picture in the reader’s mind.    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------The answers will vary----------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------.   


